
video#1:  This Spectacular Video Shows What It Would Be Like to Fly Through The Orion Nebula (3:04)
http://www.sciencealert.com/orion-nebula-3d-flythrough-hubble-spitzer-2018
1.) This is a very relaxing 3 minute video.  I mostly just want you to enjoy it, but I should ask you one question at least.  What 
is the difference between the Hubble Telescope and the Spitzer Telescope?  (probably need to check Wikipedia) 
 

2.) One more question.  What is nebula? 

video#2:  Five inventions that give us hope for the planet in 2018  (3:01) 
https://www.facebook.com/attn/videos/1608737059161747/?hc_ref=ARTekxjYgXeRWHUuJ9KowW-
Cxw3Wqhesd6CUTRwiJof3crdu-rcGGKceGsrJsGHQDOE
3a.) What do White Roads do for the world? 

3b.) How much money can White Roads save LA a year?  ____________

4.)  What does Mr. Trash Wheel do for Baltimore? 

5.) What does The Massive Air Filter do for the greenhouse plants? 

video#3: This student's 3 minute video about theory of relativity won her $400,000 (3:01)  
https://www.facebook.com/empirically/videos/430879727326469/
6.) What is a reference frame?

7.) She animates a bal traveling close 
to the speed of light.  Illustrate that to 
the right with wave lengths and a blue 
and red colored pencil or pen.  

8.) Redraw and explain her diagram showing why time runs slower for moving objects relative to you, a stationary 
observer. 

 
video#4:  Star size Comparison 2  (6:50) 
1a.) https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=GoW8Tf7hTGA
9.)  How many times bigger is Venus than Mars (to two siggies)? You may have to get your calculator out for this one.

10.)  How much bigger is rocky planet Kepler 10c than our Earth? 

11.) What is Rigel? 

13.) How many km are in a light day?  _____________  Approx how wide is our Milky Way Galaxy? _________________

Note: All Video Links are found on the Physics Facebook group.  Search "Packet 4 Video links"
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video#5:  This will blow your mind! (3:32) 
https://www.facebook.com/TheScienceLovers/videos/211128089454344/
14.)  What do you have to do see the true effect of gravity? 

15.) Why does the bowling ball and the feathers drop at the exact same rate? 

video#6:  Evidence we are in a simulation  (8:45)
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ccQPesc7HFs
16a.)  Dr. James Gates (prominant string theorist) is the man that Neil De Grass Tyson is talking to.  What does he 
say about where he finds computer code. 

16b.) Who invented this computer code and when did he invent it?

17.) Well, since Dakota mentioned it . . . what is a Fibanacci Sequesnce and what does it have to do with nature?

18.) What is John Conway's Game of Life?  

19a.) What is Elon Musk saying about video games in the future and our reality? 

19b.) What does Musk conclude our two options are? 

Video#8 Those 7 Times Lisa Randall Made Our Brains Hurt  (13:06)
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=8opg27CPt40
20.) What is one of the roles Dark Matter played in the formation of galaxies? 

21.) What is her "Brane reason" why we can not go into higher dimensions? 

22.) So what is her explanation about why gravity is so weak to us? 

23.) Does she believe gravity is quantized? 

24.) How does she describe a graviton? 

25.) What does the extinction of the dinosaurs have to do with our solar system bobbing up and down and is 
goes around the center of the Milky Way and Dark Matter? 


